
Example: The hurricane has a�ected many in the region.

A plural inde�nite pronoun is an inde!nite pronoun used as plural.

Examples of plural inde!nite pronouns include all, many, few, and both. 
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Name :

Complete each sentence with an appropriate plural inde!nite pronoun. 

Plural Inde�nite Pronouns

8) Stacy bought two shirts, and are really nice.

2) I have eaten all the apples, and there aren’t left now.

3) Charles Dickens has written around 20 novels, and are highly popular.

4) The clown played many tricks, but made us laugh.

5) Not were a�ected by the new policy.  

6) Most students solved the problem quickly, but struggled. 

7) America is so diverse that are left wonderstruck after visiting there. 

1) There are 11 players in the team. are present today.
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Example: The hurricane has a�ected many in the region.

A plural inde�nite pronoun is an inde!nite pronoun used as plural.

Examples of plural inde!nite pronouns include all, many, few, and both. 
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Name : Answer Key

Complete each sentence with an appropriate plural inde!nite pronoun. 

(Answers may vary)

Plural Inde�nite Pronouns

8) Stacy bought two shirts, and both are really nice.

2) I have eaten all the apples, and there aren’t any left now.

3) Charles Dickens has written around 20 novels, and some are highly popular.

4) The clown played many tricks, but few made us laugh.

5) Not many were a�ected by the new policy.  

6) Most students solved the problem quickly, but some struggled. 

7) America is so diverse that many are left wonderstruck after visiting there. 

1) There are 11 players in the team. All are present today.
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